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frame 2

Objective of peridynamicsObjective of peridynamicsObjective of peridynamicsObjective of peridynamics

Some limitations of the standard theory of solid mechanicsSome limitations of the standard theory of solid mechanicsSome limitations of the standard theory of solid mechanicsSome limitations of the standard theory of solid mechanics

• It is incompatible with the essential physical nature of particles 
and cracks. 

• Can’t apply the PDEs directly. 

• Can’t easily include long-range interactions.

What the peridynamic theory seeks to doWhat the peridynamic theory seeks to doWhat the peridynamic theory seeks to doWhat the peridynamic theory seeks to do

• To predict the mechanics of continuous and discontinuous media with 
mathematical consistencymathematical consistencymathematical consistencymathematical consistency.

• Everything should emerge from the same continuum model.



frame 3

Cracks vs. continua: Cracks vs. continua: Cracks vs. continua: Cracks vs. continua: 
Why this issue is importantWhy this issue is importantWhy this issue is importantWhy this issue is important

• Typical approaches require some fix at the discretized level.

• LEFM adds extra laws that tell a crack what to do.

•These laws are known only in idealized cases.

Complex crack path in a composite
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frame 4

Original concept (2000):Original concept (2000):Original concept (2000):Original concept (2000):
Continuum as a network of bondsContinuum as a network of bondsContinuum as a network of bondsContinuum as a network of bonds



frame 5

How damage and fracture are modeledHow damage and fracture are modeledHow damage and fracture are modeledHow damage and fracture are modeled

Bond extension

Bond force density
Bond breakage



frame 6

Bond breakage forms cracks Bond breakage forms cracks Bond breakage forms cracks Bond breakage forms cracks ““““autonomouslyautonomouslyautonomouslyautonomously””””

Broken bond

Crack path

When a bond breaks, its load is shifted to its neighbors, leading to progressive failure.



frame 7

Energy balance for an advancing crackEnergy balance for an advancing crackEnergy balance for an advancing crackEnergy balance for an advancing crack

There is also a version of the J-integral that applies in this theory.

Crack

Bond elongation



frame 8

EMU numerical methodEMU numerical methodEMU numerical methodEMU numerical method

• Integral is replaced by a finite sum: resulting method is meshless and 
Lagrangian.



frame 9

Dynamic fracture in a hard steel plateDynamic fracture in a hard steel plateDynamic fracture in a hard steel plateDynamic fracture in a hard steel plate

• Dynamic fracture in maraging steel (Kalthoff & Winkler, 1988)

• Mode-II loading at notch tips results in mode-I cracks at 70deg angle.

• 3D EMU model reproduces the crack angle.

EMU*

Experiment

S. A. Silling, Dynamic fracture modeling with a meshfree peridynamic code, in Computational Fluid and 
Solid Mechanics 2003, K.J. Bathe, ed., Elsevier, pp. 641-644.



frame 10

Dynamic fracture in membranesDynamic fracture in membranesDynamic fracture in membranesDynamic fracture in membranes

Early high speed photograph by Harold Edgerton

(MIT collection)
http://mit.edu/6.933/www/Fall2000/edgerton/edgerton.pptEMU model of a balloon penetrated 

by a fragment



frame 11

Splitting and fracture mode change in compositesSplitting and fracture mode change in compositesSplitting and fracture mode change in compositesSplitting and fracture mode change in composites

• Distribution of fiber directions between plies strongly influences the way cracks grow.

Typical crack growth in a notched laminate

(photo courtesy Boeing)
EMU simulations for different layups



frame 12

Limitations of the original theoryLimitations of the original theoryLimitations of the original theoryLimitations of the original theory

• Pair interactions imply Poisson ratio = 1/4.

• Can’t use traditional stress-strain models.

• Can’t enforce plastic incompressibility.

New approachNew approachNew approachNew approach

•Retain idea of bond forces.

•But bond forces depend on the collective deformation of the family.



frame 13
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frame 14

Peridynamics basics:Peridynamics basics:Peridynamics basics:Peridynamics basics:
Horizon and familyHorizon and familyHorizon and familyHorizon and family



frame 15

Why we need statesWhy we need statesWhy we need statesWhy we need states

Standard:               Peridynamic:

We want to express the idea that the strain energy density at x depends
collectivelycollectivelycollectivelycollectively on the deformation of the family of x.



frame 16

Definition of a stateDefinition of a stateDefinition of a stateDefinition of a state



frame 17

State fieldsState fieldsState fieldsState fields



frame 18

Dot product of two statesDot product of two statesDot product of two statesDot product of two states



frame 19

Dot product of two states, Dot product of two states, Dot product of two states, Dot product of two states, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 20

Functions of states, Functions of states, Functions of states, Functions of states, 
FrechetFrechetFrechetFrechet derivativesderivativesderivativesderivatives

Less than first order.

Maurice Rene Frechet



frame 21

FrechetFrechetFrechetFrechet derivative examples: 1derivative examples: 1derivative examples: 1derivative examples: 1



frame 22

FrechetFrechetFrechetFrechet derivative examples: 2derivative examples: 2derivative examples: 2derivative examples: 2



frame 23

FrechetFrechetFrechetFrechet derivative examples: 3derivative examples: 3derivative examples: 3derivative examples: 3



frame 24

FrechetFrechetFrechetFrechet derivative examples: 4derivative examples: 4derivative examples: 4derivative examples: 4



frame 25

FrechetFrechetFrechetFrechet derivative examples: 5derivative examples: 5derivative examples: 5derivative examples: 5



frame 26

Now we have the tools in place to talkNow we have the tools in place to talkNow we have the tools in place to talkNow we have the tools in place to talk
about elastic materialsabout elastic materialsabout elastic materialsabout elastic materials

Standard:               Peridynamic:

Strain energy at x depends collectivelycollectivelycollectivelycollectively on the deformation of the family of x.



frame 27

Deformation states can containDeformation states can containDeformation states can containDeformation states can contain
a lot of kinematical complexitya lot of kinematical complexitya lot of kinematical complexitya lot of kinematical complexity



frame 28

Force state is the work conjugate to the Force state is the work conjugate to the Force state is the work conjugate to the Force state is the work conjugate to the 
deformation statedeformation statedeformation statedeformation state



frame 29

Potential energy and its first variationPotential energy and its first variationPotential energy and its first variationPotential energy and its first variation



frame 30

Equilibrium equationEquilibrium equationEquilibrium equationEquilibrium equation



frame 31

Bond forceBond forceBond forceBond force



frame 32

Principle of virtual workPrinciple of virtual workPrinciple of virtual workPrinciple of virtual work



frame 33

Peridynamic equation of motionPeridynamic equation of motionPeridynamic equation of motionPeridynamic equation of motion



frame 34

Balance of linear momentumBalance of linear momentumBalance of linear momentumBalance of linear momentum

From equation of motion



frame 35

Constitutive modelingConstitutive modelingConstitutive modelingConstitutive modeling

Rate dependence
Temperature

Heterogeneity

Explicit time dependence 
(e.g., ageing)



frame 36

Angular momentum balanceAngular momentum balanceAngular momentum balanceAngular momentum balance

From equation of motion
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Angular momentum balance:Angular momentum balance:Angular momentum balance:Angular momentum balance:
NonpolarNonpolarNonpolarNonpolar materialsmaterialsmaterialsmaterials



frame 38

NonpolarNonpolarNonpolarNonpolar materialsmaterialsmaterialsmaterials



frame 39

Ordinary and Ordinary and Ordinary and Ordinary and nonordinarynonordinarynonordinarynonordinary



frame 40

Elastic materials:Elastic materials:Elastic materials:Elastic materials:
objectivity implies objectivity implies objectivity implies objectivity implies nonpolaritynonpolaritynonpolaritynonpolarity



frame 41

Energy balanceEnergy balanceEnergy balanceEnergy balance



frame 42

Energy balance, Energy balance, Energy balance, Energy balance, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 43

Free energy and 2Free energy and 2Free energy and 2Free energy and 2ndndndnd law of thermodynamicslaw of thermodynamicslaw of thermodynamicslaw of thermodynamics
(joint work with Rich Lehoucq, thanks also to Eliot Fried)



frame 44

Free energy and the force stateFree energy and the force stateFree energy and the force stateFree energy and the force state



frame 45

Rate dependent materialsRate dependent materialsRate dependent materialsRate dependent materials

Energy dissipation



frame 46

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
BondBondBondBond----based materialsbased materialsbased materialsbased materials



frame 47

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
BondBondBondBond----based materials, based materials, based materials, based materials, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 48

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
BondBondBondBond----based materials, based materials, based materials, based materials, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 49

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
BondBondBondBond----pair materialspair materialspair materialspair materials



frame 50

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
BondBondBondBond----pair materials, pair materials, pair materials, pair materials, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 51

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
BondBondBondBond----pair materials, pair materials, pair materials, pair materials, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 52

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
BondBondBondBond----pair materials, pair materials, pair materials, pair materials, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 53

Using a classical stressUsing a classical stressUsing a classical stressUsing a classical stress----strain materialstrain materialstrain materialstrain material
model in peridynamicsmodel in peridynamicsmodel in peridynamicsmodel in peridynamics



frame 54

Using a classical stressUsing a classical stressUsing a classical stressUsing a classical stress----strain materialstrain materialstrain materialstrain material
model in peridynamics, model in peridynamics, model in peridynamics, model in peridynamics, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 55

FluidsFluidsFluidsFluids



frame 56

Fluids, Fluids, Fluids, Fluids, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 57

Fluids, Fluids, Fluids, Fluids, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 58

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
Discrete particlesDiscrete particlesDiscrete particlesDiscrete particles



frame 59

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
Discrete particles, Discrete particles, Discrete particles, Discrete particles, ctdctdctdctd. . . . 



frame 60

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
Discrete particles, Discrete particles, Discrete particles, Discrete particles, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 61

Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:Material modeling:
Discrete particles, Discrete particles, Discrete particles, Discrete particles, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 62

Linearization of a material modelLinearization of a material modelLinearization of a material modelLinearization of a material model



frame 63

Linearization of an Linearization of an Linearization of an Linearization of an elasticelasticelasticelastic material modelmaterial modelmaterial modelmaterial model



frame 64

Equation of motion for a Equation of motion for a Equation of motion for a Equation of motion for a linearizedlinearizedlinearizedlinearized materialmaterialmaterialmaterial



frame 65

Equation of motion for a Equation of motion for a Equation of motion for a Equation of motion for a linearizedlinearizedlinearizedlinearized materialmaterialmaterialmaterial



frame 66

Stability of a jump perturbationStability of a jump perturbationStability of a jump perturbationStability of a jump perturbation



frame 67

Stability of a jump perturbation, Stability of a jump perturbation, Stability of a jump perturbation, Stability of a jump perturbation, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 68

Crack nucleation conditionCrack nucleation conditionCrack nucleation conditionCrack nucleation condition



frame 69

Materials with a damage variableMaterials with a damage variableMaterials with a damage variableMaterials with a damage variable

Energy dissipation

Damage is irreversible.



frame 70

Damage evolution lawsDamage evolution lawsDamage evolution lawsDamage evolution laws



frame 71

Damage evolution lawsDamage evolution lawsDamage evolution lawsDamage evolution laws
Example:  bond breakageExample:  bond breakageExample:  bond breakageExample:  bond breakage



frame 72

Damage in a constitutive model: Damage in a constitutive model: Damage in a constitutive model: Damage in a constitutive model: 
have to be consistent with have to be consistent with have to be consistent with have to be consistent with nonpolaritynonpolaritynonpolaritynonpolarity

Four typical bonds in a 
nonordinary material

Breaking a bond results in a net moment –
No longer nonpolar
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Damage in a constitutive model: Damage in a constitutive model: Damage in a constitutive model: Damage in a constitutive model: 
strong damagestrong damagestrong damagestrong damage
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Damage in a  constitutive model: Damage in a  constitutive model: Damage in a  constitutive model: Damage in a  constitutive model: 
separable damageseparable damageseparable damageseparable damage
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Changing the length scale in a material modelChanging the length scale in a material modelChanging the length scale in a material modelChanging the length scale in a material model



frame 76

Changing the length scale Changing the length scale Changing the length scale Changing the length scale 
also changes the time scalealso changes the time scalealso changes the time scalealso changes the time scale

• Removing the small length scale also removes the high frequencies that 
characterize that length scale.

Wave number
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Original

Dispersion curves
Horizons



frame 77

Peridynamic stress tensorPeridynamic stress tensorPeridynamic stress tensorPeridynamic stress tensor



frame 78

Peridynamic stress tensor, Peridynamic stress tensor, Peridynamic stress tensor, Peridynamic stress tensor, ctdctdctdctd....



frame 79

Convergence of peridynamics Convergence of peridynamics Convergence of peridynamics Convergence of peridynamics 
to the standard theoryto the standard theoryto the standard theoryto the standard theory
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